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Bat Worker Forum 2nd June 2017  
James Callaghan Lecture Theatre, Swansea University 

 

  

ACTION POINTS 
 

1. Lisa Worledge to investigate getting a written update from NIEA for the 2018 Forum. 

2. Relevant BCT staff to follow up with SNH on any update on the SNH A9 Student 
Placement. 

3. Relevant BCT staff to follow up with NRW and NE to ask if they are proposing anything 
similar to the SNH project mentioned in action above.  

4. Lisa Worledge to provide details over what insurance through BCT does and doesn’t 
cover.  

5. If any bat groups in Wales are interested in getting involved with the National Nathusius’ 
Pipistrelle Project then email Katherine Boughey at BCT [kboughey@bats.org.uk].   

6. Steve Lucas to consider, in discussion with NRW, whether there should be a priorities 
session at the next Wales Conference.  

 

 
1. Welcome, Introductions and Apologies  
 
The meeting was chaired by Steve Parker.  
 
Attendees 
Alan Cowlishaw Gwynedd & Clwyd Bat Groups 
Andy Harmer South Lancashire Bat Group 
Angela Graham East Lancashire Bat Group 
Anthony Nickson Clwyd Bat Group 
Cathy Wuster Gwynedd Bat Group 
Christian Middle Clwyd & Gwynedd Bat Groups 
Denbeigh Vaughan Pembrokeshire Bat Group 
Eileen Bowen Shropshire Bat Group 
Fiona Parker South Lancashire Bat Group 
Grace Dooley North Ceredigion Bat Group 
Hal Starkie Vale of Glamorgan & Cardiff Bat Groups 
Harriet Webb Cardiff Bat Group 
Jessica Dangerfield Vale of Glamorgan & Cardiff Bat Groups 

Joe Nuñez-Mino  BCT Director of Communications & Fundraising 
Kelly Rosier BCT Mitigation Project Surveyor 
Kipper Davies Clwyd Bat Group 
Kirsten Dick Carmarthenshire Bat Group 
Kirsty Myron Berks & South Bucks Bat Group 
Laura Brown  BCT Bat Care Coordinator & Bat Advice Officer 
Lucy Fay Herefordshire Bat Group 
Margaret Clarke  
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Mark Barber Glamorgan Bat Group 

Naomi Webster Bat Conservation Trust 
Nicola Wheeler Montgomeryshire 
Peter Smith Brecknock Bat Group 
Roger Stokes Vale of Glamorgan Bat Group 
Sam Dyer Clwyd & Gwynedd Bats Groups & NWMG 
Simeon Jones Carmarthenshire Bat Group 
Simon Cope Montgomeryshire Bat Group 
Steve Lucas  BCT Wales Officer 
Steve Parker  BCT Trustee, South Lancs & Clwyd Bat Groups 
Tony Hodges Montgomeryshire Bat Group 

 
Apologies  
Alex Escott Valleys Bat Group 

Fay Davies Clwyd & Cheshire Bat Groups 
Jean Matthews Gwynedd Bat Group 
Lisa Worledge BCT Head of Conservation Services 

 
2. Minutes and Actions from September 2016 Meeting 
 
The minutes of the last meeting (2nd September 2016) were accepted. At that meeting, 
three actions were identified, with none carried over from 2015, as reported on below:  

Action Outcome 

1. Lisa Worledge to check if there are any 
further updates about the low impact class 
licence and species covered? 

As in 2016, there has been a process 
whereby people can apply to become 
registered for the Natural England low 
impact class licence. Details are available 
on the Natural England website at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publica
tions/bats-licence-to-interfere-with-bat-
roosts-cl21  

The licence only covers roosts of “low 
conservation importance (known as ‘low 
conservation significant roosts’), such as 
feeding roosts, day or night roosts or 
transitional or occasional roosts” and 
small numbers of common species, 
specifically common pipistrelle, soprano 
pipistrelle, brown long-eared bat, 
whiskered bat, Brandt’s bat, Daubenton’s 
bat and Natterer’s bat.  

The GOV.UK web page includes details of 
the criteria you need to meet in order to 
be accepted as a registered person for 
the low impact class licence and more 
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Action Outcome 

information about the application 
process, including the form to be 
completed. 

2. Pete Crome to check error management of 
Natural England data that goes to the NBN. 

Data is uploaded to the NBN on a 
monthly basis with most bat groups and 
local records centres then accessing the 
data they need from there. If a bat group 
identifies any errors with the data that 
they download, for example incorrect 
location information, and notify BCT of 
the errors then the records will be 
amended and the corrected record 
uploaded with the next month’s update. 
This will overwrite the existing record on 
the NBN. Therefore, any issues identified 
are corrected relatively quickly (and 
certainly more quickly than when data 
was shared on a quarterly basis as was 
the case previously). 

3. Lisa Worledge to ask Katherine Boughey 
how, with any automated verification in 
iRecord, we best ensure majority of 
submissions aren’t rejected? 

The existing automated verification 
process in iRecord includes checks to 
highlight records which are outside the 
known spatial or temporal range of the 
species, and records of species which are 
difficult to identify. Bats fall into this 
latter category, as they are not as easy 
for members of the general public to 
identify to species as other taxa. The 
person who made the record will get the 
option of editing the record. The aim isn’t 
to discourage people from adding records 
but to make sure that ‘species’ is 
identified to the most appropriate level, 
which for many people may just be bat sp 
/ Chiroptera.  

As part of the iRecord pilot we were 
working on with a small number of bat 
groups, BRC were hoping to develop 
enhanced auto-verification for bat 
records submitted via their bat specific 
recording form. We had also hoped to 
produce some guidance for verification of 
bat records based on the feedback of 
people participating in the pilot. 
However, we have not been able to 
progress with the pilot due to a 
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Action Outcome 

combination of issues with the system 
and uncertainty about the funding for 
this additional work. 

 
3. News from Statutory Nature Conservation Organisations 

Written updates from Natural England, Scottish Natural Heritage and Natural Resources 
Wales were read out. 

See appendix A for written update from Natural England 
See appendix B for written update from Natural England Volunteer Bat Roost Visitors Team 
See Appendix C for written update from Scottish Natural Heritage 
See Appendix D for written update from Natural Resources Wales 

• Harriet Webb & Laura Brown asked why there was no Norther Ireland update from 
NIEA? 

• Steve Lucas & Steve Parker responded that they have just never provided one but 
that BCT can look into obtaining this for future forums.  

ACTION: Lisa Worledge to investigate getting a written update from NIEA for the 
2018 Forum.  

• Is there any update on the SNH A9 student placement? Are NRW or NE proposing 
anything similar? 

ACTION: Relevant BCT staff to follow up with SNH on any update on the SNH A9 
Student Placement. 

ACTION: Relevant BCT staff to follow up with NRW and NE to ask if they are 
proposing anything similar to the SNH project mentioned in action above. 

• Simon Cope asked why there wasn’t more support from NRW for the domestic roost 
visitor scheme in Wales? Montgomeryshire Bat Group had decided not to participate 
due to lack of support. Steve Lucas responded that the roost visitor scheme isn’t an 
NRW project. 

• Simon went on to ask about insurance as with the scheme now weren’t bat group 
members are personally liable? Steve explained that they were covered through 
third-party insurance with BCT. Simon pointed out that wasn’t the same as 
comprehensive insurance, and didn’t think it was adequate for hibernaculum 
surveys. Steve thought that it was.  

ACTION: Lisa Worledge to provide details over what insurance through BCT does 
and doesn’t cover. 

 Nicola Wheeler asked why NRW don’t have the same roost visit service as NE? Steve 
Lucas responded that, firstly it would be too expensive. Secondly, NRW feel that if 
volunteers were to give legal advice it would undermine their statutory obligation. 
For over a decade, volunteers didn’t have proper training, but now things are 
gradually getting back on track. The idea of the Welsh roost visitor scheme is that 
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volunteers will deal with non-legal issues and the bat groups will bear the expenses, 
just as they used to. 
 

4. News from BCT 

Joe Nuñez-Mino gave the verbal BCT update. See appendix E for full written update.  

 Peter Smith asked whether it would be possible to have NBMP results broken down 
into smaller areas. Joe replied that BCT would like to do this, but there just isn’t 
enough data currently. It is something that is hoped will be done in the future. Roger 
Stokes added that we need more NBMP volunteers to make this happen! Steve 
explained that the Welsh Government is also working to develop a new recording 
project. This will be part of the new monitoring project for the wider countryside. 

 Sam Dyer asked whether there were any Welsh bat groups involved in the National 
Nathusius’ Pipistrelle Project? Steve replied that none were so far. There hadn’t 
been a specific ask for groups to get involved but anyone interested should get in 
touch with BCT. Steve Parker explained that Daniel Hargreaves licence for the project 
doesn’t currently cover Wales, but that if groups were interested this is something 
that could be obtained.  

ACTION: If any bat groups in Wales are interested in getting involved with the 
National Nathusius’ Pipistrelle Project then email Katherine Boughey at BCT 
[kboughey@bats.org.uk].   

 

5. Matters Arising Regionally / Locally 

Steve Parker went through the matters arising from the priorities sessions at the English 
regional conferences, as listed on the agenda for the meeting, and explained that BCT can’t 
address all of them but has a process for addressing those that can be and passing on other 
issues raised to the relevant organisation.  

Additional points raised were: 

 Peter Smith explained that his wife had an issue when she tried to get her rabies jab 
recently, the nurse phoned Public Health England (PHE) and was told (by someone 
who was covering for the person who normally deals with these queries) that they 
didn’t supply the vaccine in Wales. But Public Health Wales didn’t know anything 
about it. What should she do? Laura Brown responded that the information the 
nurse received was incorrect. PHE do supply the vaccine in Wales, and I have spoken 
to them earlier today to confirm this is still the case. It sounds like the person who 
answered the phone didn’t know this. I would recommend that the nurse tries again, 
since the person who understands the procedure seems to be back.  

In general, bat workers in England and Wales should bear in mind that the vaccine is 
supplied by PHE and not the NHS, and should make this clear when requesting the 
jabs from their GP. The BCT vaccination forms are available on our website, and 
copies were also handed out prior to the Forum. If you have any difficulties getting 
your jabs, please contact me. 

 Tony Hodges asked why the Wales Bat Conference was included in the list of 
regional conferences? Wales is a country! Steve Lucas responded that yes, it 

mailto:kboughey@bats.org.uk
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definitely is. The term “regional” just reflects the fact that we have regional 
conferences in England.  

 Tony went on to ask whether there can be a priorities session at the Wales Bat 
Conference in future. Steve Parker replied that we can consider this.  

Steve Lucas to consider, in discussion with NRW, whether there should be a 
priorities session at the next Wales Conference.  

 Steve Lucas pointed out that there is a separate Welsh Bat Workers’ Forum. Next 
year we’ll also be having our triennial refresher day for trainers. 

 Roger Stokes asked whether new volunteers speak to Steve Lucas about things.  
Steve replied that it depends on what things, but he is always happy to answer 
questions. 

 Harriet Webb asked if BCT would consider going to the Royal Welsh Show? Steve 
Lucas replied that it’s too expensive and too big. NGOs get stuck on the side and 
overlooked. Harriet responded that the RSPB attended. Joe Nuñez-Mino explained 
that the RSPB have paid fundraisers. However, if anyone knows of a way in or any 
private companies that might like to sponsor BCT, let him know. 

 

6. Pete Guest Award 

Steve Parker explained this award is given in memory of Pete Guest who was an 
inspirational figure in the bat conservation movement for more than 20 years. Each year, 
the bat world is invited to nominate individuals who have made an outstanding practical 
contribution to bat conservation. 
 
The criteria for the award include: dedication, innovation, enthusiasm and inspiration in 
making a difference, both to bats and to people, helping make BCT's vision become a reality.  
 
If you would like to nominate a fellow bat worker for the 2017 award, please send their 
name and a statement of support* to Lisa Worledge at lworledge@bats.org.uk  
 

* Please note: Nominations cannot be accepted without a statement on why you 
think the person deserves the award (relating back to the criteria stated above). This 
should be at least 250 words. Please include your name and your bat group or 
organisation. 

 
Deadline for nominations: By 9am on Monday 3rd July 2017. 
 
Voting: A list of nominees and supporting statements will be circulated to all bat groups and 
posted on this web page by Friday 7th July. You will then have the opportunity to vote for 
your preferred nominee (once) via email or post. Voting will close on Monday 21st August. 
 
Announcement of Winner: The award winner will be formally announced by Friday 25th 
August. 
 

 Anthony Nickson asked if anyone could vote for the Pete Guest Award? Steve Parker 
answered yes.  

mailto:lworledge@bats.org.uk
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7. Partner Bat Group Nominated Trustee 

As you may know, Tom McOwat has recently stepped down from the BCT Board of Trustees. 
This leaves a vacancy, and it would be appropriate for a new Trustee to be nominated by the 
Partner Bat Groups.  
 
See Appendix F for details of BCT Trustee Appointment & Roles. 
 
If you would like to propose someone to become a Partner Bat Group Nominated Trustee 
please ensure that the person concerned is willing to serve as a Trustee and that they are a 
member of BCT. Send an email to trustee@bats.org.uk giving the name and contact details. 
The deadline for proposing names is Friday 10th June. 
 
Those proposed by Partner Bat Groups should provide a statement outlining their interests 
and suitability to serve as Trustees, which should be e-mailed to trustee@bats.org.uk. This 
information will be used in the selection of the Nominee by Partner Bat Groups and by the 
election of Trustees at the AGM. The statement should also be sent to us by Friday 10th 
June. If the person being proposed would like further guidance on writing their statement, 
we shall be happy to help (e-mail trustee@bats.org.uk). 
 
Selection of the Nominee 
After this deadline has passed, we will announce the names that have been proposed and 
confirm the process by which Partner Bat Groups select the Nominee as set out below.  
 
All Partner Bat Groups will be invited to vote for their preferred candidate. An email will be 
sent to you the week commencing Monday 19th June with a personal statement from each 
of the candidates. Partner Bat Groups will then have until Friday 28th July to vote for their 
preferred candidate by email (one group one vote). The candidate with the greatest number 
of votes will then be put forward for election at the next AGM.   

 
If only one name is proposed, that person will be put forward for election at the next AGM 
as a new Partner Bat Group Nominated Trustee at the 2017 AGM. 

8. Any Other Business 

No other business was raised.  
 
9. Date of next meeting 

Exact date and venue TBC but will be during September 2018 on the Friday of the 2018 
National Bat Conference. 

mailto:trustee@bats.org.uk
mailto:trustee@bats.org.uk
mailto:trustee@bats.org.uk
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Appendix A. Update from Natural England 
 
 

Bat Groups Forum – June 2017 

Update from Natural England 

 

1. Cross sector agency project 

NE, SNH and NRW have let a contract to the Mammal Society to update the ‘Review 

of British mammals’; 

Harris, S., Morris, P., Wray, S., & Yalden, D. 1995. A review of British mammals: 

population estimates and conservation status of British mammals other than 

cetaceans. 

In simple terms the project will seek to update this review for all terrestrial mammals 

known to breed in GB. For each species there will be an assessment of the current 

status, historical and recent changes in numbers, population trends, population 

threats and range. 

This work will improve the agency’s ability to undertake its last reporting duties to the 

European Union in respect of the Habitats Directive and to update and improve our 

current understanding of the species so that we can better conserve them. 

This project has been subject to delays, however, the final report should be available 

this autumn. 

2. Research Projects that NE is involved with; 

Wind Turbines 

The Defra led study co-ordinated by Dr Fiona Mathews of Exeter University -  

WC0753 – Understanding the risks to bat populations posed by wind turbines has 

completed and is now available from; 

http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None

&Completed=2&ProjectID=16734 

The best practice guidance is still being written to accompany this research. 

Bats and Linear Infrastructure 

The Defra led study WC1060 ‘Development of a cost-effective method for monitoring 

the effectiveness of mitigation for bats crossing linear transport infrastructure’ co-

ordinated by Professor John Altringham of Leeds University is available from –  

 

http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=2&ProjectID=16734
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=2&ProjectID=16734
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http://sciencesearch.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Locatio

n=None&Completed=0&ProjectID=18518 

The researchers have written a short guidance note to accompany this research, 

which is designed to highlight the key messages within the report. This will be 

available through the NRW website in the coming weeks. 

 

4. Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) Guidelines 

The SSSI Guidelines for Mammals, which set out the principles for the notification of 

sites for mammal species has been updated and will be available to view shortly on 

the JNCC website. 

 

http://sciencesearch.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=0&ProjectID=18518
http://sciencesearch.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=0&ProjectID=18518
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Appendix B. Update from Natural England Volunteer Bat Roost Visitors Team 

 
Bat Workers’ Forum 2017 – Natural England VBRV update  
 
Many thanks to all VBRVs for continued invaluable contribution in the activities carried out 
on behalf of the organisation under the bat advice contract with BCT and for the skills, 
knowledge, commitment and dedication committed to this unique role.  
 
Again this excellence and individual commitment has been recognised with Andrew Palmer 
and David Endacott being short- listed for a Grafta (Natural England’s awards for staff & 
volunteers). Jane Harris, Sam Talbot and Ella Barnett were also nominated.  
 
Expenses  
The NE Volunteering Support Team continue to work extremely hard to solve issues and 
problems that our volunteers encounter with claiming and the payment of expenses under 
the new system implemented in May 2016. We are liaising with SSCL, the business who 
provides back office services to Natural England (and other government bodies) to address 
issues with individual claims and to improve the service to all Natural England volunteers.  
 
To help reduce the potential for problems it is extremely important that VBRVs use the Word 
based SOP21 claim form, entering their full name (no abbreviated names, nick names or just 
initials). Also entering bank details on each claim will help SSCL find the record for each 
volunteer on their system more efficiently and should help to avoid delays in payments.  
 
If VBRVs and trainees need a form or are having difficulties with claims, please contact 
BatVolunteers@naturalengland.org.uk in the first instance. There are members of the 
Volunteering Support Team available to help with issues around expense claims so get in 
touch if you need to.  
 
Health and Safety  
Since Martin joined the VBRV support team in September 2016 he has been monitoring any 
Health & Safety concerns reported in roost report forms and taking an active role in VBRV 
training.  
 
Issues concerning lone working, working at height and Health & Safety training continue to 
be actively addressed to reflect the H&S requirements of Natural England and the concerns 
of the VBRV in their role.  
 
Since the removal of Skillport, replacement training packages have been under review, the 
goal being a relevant, easy to follow and informative system for trainees and also for 
experienced VBRVs to refresh their training.  
 
Buddy guidance has very recently been updated and expanded to provide an aid to roost 
owners. A Buddy can accompany a VBRV on a survey (after completing two Natural 
England H&S modules) and can provide twofold support to both the VBRV and the roost 
owner making sure that that the visit is as safe as possible. Buddies still cannot conduct the 
survey, so they cannot handle bats or foot ladders as their role is more supportive. For 
example a buddy can reassure a roost owner who is nervous of bats, giving the VBRV the 
freedom to conduct their survey.  
 
In the last few months stabilisation devices have been issued; enabling VBRVs to gain entry 
to loft spaces or explore outside roosts without the need of a fellow VBRV or trainee. The 
benefits are high, a VBRV should no longer require the aid of a fellow VBRV to foot their 
ladder or feel pressured into asking the roost owner to help foot their ladder (an action not 
allowed under the risk assessment). This in practice should cut the delay in visiting a roost 

mailto:BatVolunteers@naturalengland.org.uk
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and potentially help reported bat populations. The introduction of this additional bit will 
continue to be monitored and feedback analysed.  
 
Both the above changes represent real strides in both protecting the VBRV in the course of 
their survey and also promoting a fast response to survey requests.  
 
The BatLine newsletter remains an informative source for updates  
 
Roost report forms  
The latest version of the Domestic Properties Roost Report form was circulated earlier this 
year, and from the feedback we have received, most VBRVs are finding it easy to use.  
However, a few VBRVs have noted a difficulty in adding photographs and diagrams. We will 
seek to remedy these issues if possible.  
 
The Places of Worship Roost Report form is undergoing a few final checks before being 
release for use by VBRVs.  
 
Annual Reregistration and ladder checks 2017  
Many thanks to the 530 VBRV and trainees who have replied to the required NE annual 
reregistration and ladder check in 2017. The support team are in the process of dealing with 
a large number of issues and enquiries which have been raised as part of this process 
including queries relating to PPE, ladders and additional equipment, along with problems 
with GPs surgeries in receiving rabies inoculations.  
We will respond to them all as soon as possible.  
 
We will be contacting VBRVs and trainees who have not replied.  
 
Trainee induction calls  
Chris Bryant continues to enjoy chatting with new trainees during their induction calls which 
are often made in the evening or at weekends, outside normal working hours.  
A trial system of group calls involving 3 or 4 new trainees dialing in together to have a 
shared induction is shortly going to be tested. It is hoped that this will provide trainees with 
the opportunity to hear questions and comments from other trainees and gain more from the 
group sessions rather than on an individual ones. Chris will be seeking feedback on the 
group calls and then review how successful they are.  
 
Martin O’Loughlin will join Chris in carrying out these calls when possible as part of his role.  
 
Train the Trainer course 2017  
The Train the Trainer course was held on the weekend of 11 March and we are pleased to 
report there are now 9 new trainers. 
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Appendix C. Update from Scottish Natural Heritage  

• SNH continue to support the Scottish bat project and offered grant aid for another 
year (2017 – 2018). The application from BCT was for two years (with a three year 
work plan) unfortunately SNH were not able to commit to providing funds for two 
years though they are supportive of the project. 

• SNH have a workplace student (Jenna) whose role involves developing a series of 
species dossiers for the European Protected Species found in Scotland (most 
importantly, bats). Jenna’s placement ends in September 2017. 

• In 2016 there were 336 calls to the bats in houses helpline and 127 roost visits by a 
bat worker (compared to 537 calls and 200 visits in 2015).  The number of SNH bat 
workers has gone down from 32 to 31. 

• An SNH bat workers conference was held on 23 February at Battleby (this was a 
morning of talks and an afternoon of workshop sessions). 

• SNH have revised the guidance on Bats and Windfarms, this has gone out again for 
consultation and will be produced in 2017.  No final date can be given as this 
depends on the feedback given. Jan Collins gave useful feedback on behalf of BCT.  

• South of Scotland bat survey (BTO and SNH) – a final report is expected around May- 
June 2017.  The survey has been illumination in showing the distribution of species 
and has shown some interesting  results, with the island of Arran apparently  being 
the most species rich island in Scotland (6 species). The final report will include maps 
showing hotspots of bat activity and the associated predictive modelling should 
indicate the likely most favoured areas for certain species, which will help inform 
future decisions on windfarms. 

 Staff changes – Michelle Henley left SNH in April 2017 (and is now working for the 
Scottish wildlife Trust) 
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Appendix D. Update from Natural Resources Wales  

 

NRW Update to UK National Bat Conference, 2017 
 
Note that Jean Matthews retired earlier this Year. We are in the process of recruiting a 
replacement, but in the interim please direct queries to Liz Howe and excuse any delays. 
liz.howe@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk 
 
Wales Bat Project – Year 3 of a 3-year project. Grant funding to BCT. Currently working on trying to 
increase the number of and skill levels of volunteers to do domestic roost visits where NRW advice is 
not required.   
 

1. Funding via JNCC for NBMP  

2. Review of British Mammal Populations. Contract to The Mammal Society funded by NE, NRW & 

SNH, now drafted and being peer reviewed.  

3. Defra led Bats & Wind Turbines research project – Exeter University. Continue to sit on Steering 
Group & involved in preparation of guidance. 

4. Single Wind Turbines & Bats Project with Exeter University. Project has completed and thesis 
written up. Exeter organised a one-day workshop on 28th Sept 2016 for LPA ecologists, planners 
& consultants. Contact NRW for more information 

5. Rare Woodland Bats Project. With BCT & VWT. No funding in 2016 or 2017, but volunteers 
undertaking surveys & data analysis. Barbastelle bats recorded at some new sites.  

6. Bat migration project – started through the Interreg MISE project (which finished in July 2015). 
Bat detectors deployed on ferries between Wales and Eire and on off-shore islands & coastal 
sites. No bat records out at sea as yet, but records from coast and off-shore islands. Project 
continued in spring and autumn 2016 and more coastal surveillance in 2017 including new, 
solar-powered detectors being trialled.   

7. Monitoring of Bats on Welsh Government Woodland Estate (WGWE). Sites managed for PAWS 
restoration comparing thinned and unthinned areas previously covered habitats and birds, bats 
monitored at 5 sites in 2015 for the first time. Adapted version of the Defra woodland bats 
monitoring protocol.  

 

mailto:liz.howe@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk
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Appendix E. BCT Update for the Bat Workers Forum 2017 

 
BCT Update for Bat Worker Forum & Wales Bat Conference June 2017 

Contents 

1. Better Implementation Strategy Message .................................................................................... 14 
2. Investigations and Mitigation Project ........................................................................................... 15 
3. National Bat Monitoring Programme & Related Projects ............................................................ 16 
4. Training & Conferences ................................................................................................................. 18 
5. Other Projects ............................................................................................................................... 19 
6. Helpline ......................................................................................................................................... 19 
7. Communications and Education ................................................................................................... 20 

 
The aim of this update is to provide an overview of some of BCT’s current projects and 
activities that are relevant to bat groups, volunteers and bat workers. 

Better Implementation Strategy Message 

 Better Implementation of Habitats Regulations – In recent times there have been high 
profile press statements relating to great crested newts and notably those relating to 
Natural England’s strategic approach to licensing. There has been a suggestion that this 
might lead to similar changes being implemented rapidly for bats. We are aware that a 
good conservation outcome is the underlying principle of making the protection for 
great crested newts work more effectively for both the newts and developers. 
Conservation of the species is being promoted at the heart of the approach to strategic 
licensing.  Despite this, there remain valid concerns about the way this might be taken 
forward, which are currently being discussed between the NGOs representing newts and 
Natural England. Importantly, BCT has been working hard to make it clear that principles 
that are being developed for one species of amphibian cannot simply be applied to 17 
species of bat. Our discussions on this are ongoing. We will keep you informed of 
progress. 

There is a general recognition that the Habitats Regulations need to be better applied to 
benefit wildlife and to avoid unnecessary burdens on business through the way the 
legislation is managed; they are fit for purpose but need to better implemented. BCT is 
making substantial positive steps in the better implementation agenda such as the 
‘Partnership for Biodiversity in Planning’ project, the ‘Built Environment’ project and the 
new ‘Bearing Witness for Wildlife’ project, which encompasses both mitigation and 
conservation wildlife crime. Of course the work of the Bat Helpline has always been 
fundamental in this process too. 

However, to address the situation further BCT is developing proposals for ways of 
improving the implementation of the law protecting bats. We feel it is important to 
share with you that, alongside our advocacy around the retention of the legislation 
protecting bats and our work evidencing that bats and the legislation that protects them 
are not a burden if properly implemented, we are continuing to look at additional ways 
implementation could be improved further.   

 
We will, of course, continue to be a voice for bats in all political and policy arenas on 
these matters. Please see the BCT website at: 
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http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/358/bct_better_implementation_strategy_message 
for more information, including the areas we are looking at working on. As these new 
areas of focus develop we will keep you updated. 

Investigations and Mitigation Project 

 Mitigation Case Studies Forum – BCT, in partnership with Arup, ran a one-day 
Mitigation Case Studies Forum back in January. The key aim was to promote the 
importance of monitoring in ensuring success in mitigation schemes by sharing best 
practice and lessons learnt. A document (sponsored by Wildlife Acoustics) covering the 
full proceedings of the day is being worked on and will be added to the BCT website 
when completed (we’ll include a note in the Bat Group Bulletin to let you know when it’s 
available). Meanwhile an overview of the day can be seen via Twitter at #batmitforum.  

 Bearing Witness for Wildlife Project Funding – Our application to the Esmée Fairbairn 
Foundation (EFF) last year for funding of our conservation wildlife crime and bat roost 
mitigation project was successful.  

The EFF funding secures and increases the capacity of Pete Charleston, formerly our 
Investigations Officer but as of November 2016 our Conservation Wildlife Crime Officer, 
for the next three years so that we can continue to raise awareness and lobby for more 
appropriate investigation, prosecution and sentencing of bat and other wildlife crime. 
We are delighted to have secured this financial support as it has been challenging to 
secure funding for our investigations work in the past (it is support from bat groups that 
has made the ongoing project possible, thank you). Our wildlife crime work continues to 
cover the whole of the UK.  

Working towards improving the approach to bat roost mitigation is part of the package 
because this will make developers more likely to follow the best practice route than opt 
to commit a crime. The EFF funding has secured new, fixed term posts for a Bat Roost 
Mitigation Project Officer (Andrew Ross) and Field Assistant (Kelly Rosier), who are 
investigating both the implementation and effectiveness of bat roost mitigation by 
visiting sites for a cross section of licensing and planning cases.  

The project will cover England and Wales; common and soprano pipistrelle, brown long-
eared bat and Myotis species; and cases involving damage or destruction of roosts 
where licences expired in the period 2006-2014. In theory this means that Natural 
England’s Bat Mitigation Guidelines will have been available to inform these cases and 
that all cases will be at least two years old. The results of a desk study and two seasons 
of fieldwork will be used to assess what further action is required to improve 
implementation and provide guidance on effectiveness.  

In addition, we will build a new and improved Roost website and create a new bat 
mitigation award.  

 CIEEM Mitigation Project – In addition to the BCT led project, there is also a one year 
desk study, led by CIEEM and the University of Exeter (UoE), to investigate the 
effectiveness of bat mitigation. The project will cover the same species, types of cases 
and time period but it will cover a wider geographical area; the whole of the UK and the 
Republic of Ireland. The project will produce an evidence report that CIEEM will use to 
update guidance on bat mitigation.  

http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/358/bct_better_implementation_strategy_message
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 Mitigation Case Studies Wanted – The success of the BCT and CIEEM/University of 
Exeter projects is strongly dependent on receiving mitigation case studies from 
ecologists - from consultants through to local authority ecologists. 

 We are therefore appealing for ecologists to provide the details of any bat roost 
mitigation case studies which fit the broad criteria described above. BCT are seeking 
cases where access permission can be sought from site owners to monitor replacement 
bat roosts and CIEEM/UoE are seeking cases where mitigation monitoring data is 
available from consultants. To this end, we have set up an online questionnaire where 
case details can be input or reports uploaded at: 
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3356395/Bat-roost-mitigation-for-buildings-upload-
reports  

This is an opportunity for free monitoring by BCT with no strings attached and it will be 
reported on anonymously. Participation is key to the success of this project, which is an 
important part of the future of bat conservation! Finding enough mitigation cases and 
getting access to sites are going to be our biggest challenges and we’d appreciate any 
help you can give us. If you have any questions about this project please contact the 
Bearing Witness for Wildlife Mitigation project team: BWWM@bats.org.uk     

National Bat Monitoring Programme & Related Projects 

 National Bat Monitoring Programme Annual Report 2016 – the latest NBMP report is 
now available at: http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/nbmp_annual_report.html  
A huge thank you to the 960 volunteers who surveyed 1,984 sites in 2016 (equating to 
approximately 17,700 survey hours).  

Of 11 species/species groups surveyed, all are considered to have been stable or to have 
increased in comparison to the baseline year of monitoring (1999 for most species). It 
should be remembered that these trends reflect relatively recent changes in bat 
populations. It is generally considered that prior to this there were significant historical 
declines in bat populations dating back to at least the start of the 20th century. This 
suggests that current legislation and conservation action to protect and conserve bats is 
being successful, and it is vitally important that this continues. 

 Joining the National Bat Monitoring Programme (NBMP) – every year we need new 
volunteers to help us with the NBMP, taking on vacant survey locations as well as adding 
new ones, and the 21st year of the Programme is no different! See 
www.bats.org.uk/pages/nbmp.html for more information on the NBMP including the 
how to take part in surveys, online training as well as the annual report mentioned 
above. 

 Find the right NBMP survey for you – NBMP surveys are carefully designed so that 
anybody can take part in monitoring these fascinating mammals. As well as being of 
great value to bat conservation, the surveys are a fun and rewarding way to connect 
with the wildlife in your area.  They usually involve visiting a roost or monitoring activity 
in the field on two evenings in the summer.  

o Sunset/Sunrise Survey: This survey is aimed at beginners and is a brilliant way of 
contributing to the NBMP if you are new to bat surveying. Anyone can take part in 
this survey by looking for bats and their roosts in your garden or local green space. 
The survey takes place throughout June, July and August.  

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3356395/Bat-roost-mitigation-for-buildings-upload-reports
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3356395/Bat-roost-mitigation-for-buildings-upload-reports
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/nbmp_annual_report.html
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/nbmp.html
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o Roost Count: If you have bats at your property (or know of a bat roost where you 
can watch the bats emerging) then you can help us by taking part in the Roost Count 
Survey. This survey is great fun as it involves counting your bats as they emerge from 
the roost at sunset on two evenings during the summer survey period (June-July). No 
prior experience is needed and you don’t even need a bat detector.  

o Waterway Survey: If you love watching bats skimming over the water at night and 
you have some experience listening to Daubenton’s bats using a bat detector then 
you’ll enjoy this survey. For this survey you walk a route along a 1km stretch of 
water, recording Daubenton’s bat activity using a bat detector to listen to the bats 
and a torch to spot them flying over the water. A route will be randomly allocated to 
you, based on where you live. 

o Field Survey: If you have experience identifying species using a bat detector you can 
use your knowledge to take part in the Field Survey. This survey involves walking a 
triangular route in a 1km square that will be randomly allocated to you (this will 
always be close to where you live), on two evenings in July. You will use a bat 
detector to record noctule, serotine, common pipistrelle and soprano pipistrelle bat 
activity.  

o Hibernation Survey: This involves collecting data from hibernation sites for inclusion 
in species trend analysis. If you carry out hibernation surveys and would like to 
discuss sharing your data then we would love to hear from you. 

For all surveys you can enter your data online. You can also view all data you have 
submitted previously (Roost Count and Hibernation Survey) and draw your survey routes 
using online mapping tools (Field Survey and Waterway Survey). 

To sign up to surveys and online recording please go to the NBMP webpages at: 
http://nbmp.bats.org.uk/Surveys.aspx  

 A new survey for the National Bat Monitoring Programme – BCT are collaborating with 
University College London, the University of Oxford and the British Trust for Ornithology 
to develop a new survey for the National Bat Monitoring Programme which will employ 
the latest advances in detector technology, bat call identification and data visualisation. 
We will be piloting this survey in a limited area in summer 2017. 

 Putting UK Bats on the Map – This is an exciting new collaborative project between BCT 
and Forest Research. The project will use habitat suitability modelling to uncover the 
ecological and human factors impacting on individual woodland bat species 
distributions, to predict current distributions of woodland bat species and aims to 
understand how distributions and assemblages of bat species may change in the future. 

The project will also include field work elements this survey season and in 2018, to 
provide bat distribution data which can be used to ground truth the habitat suitability 
models and to build on work commissioned by Defra in 2014 to develop, test, critically 
assess and refine survey methods for systematic monitoring of bats in woodland. Four 
target areas have been identified for field work and bat groups in these areas have 
already been contacted to ask for their help over the coming season. 

 Modelling the drivers of population change in bats – The Natural Environment Research 
Council (NERC) has provided funding for a PhD studentship that will be jointly supervised 
by the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, University College London and BCT. It will make 

http://nbmp.bats.org.uk/Surveys.aspx
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use of data from the National Bat Monitoring Programme to study patterns of change in 
bat abundance and distribution in the UK and help fill some of the priority evidence gaps 
BCT has identified. 

 National Nathusius’ Pipistrelle Project – We are entering the fourth year of this project 
(where bat groups use harp traps and acoustic lures to surveys bats at water bodies, 
with the aim of confirming the breeding and resident status of Nathusius’ pipistrelle in 
the UK and providing information on likely migratory routes used by this species). See: 
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/national_nathusius_pipistrelle_project.html for the 
current aims of the project. We have 20 groups participating in 2017 (up from 13 last 
year 2016) and a conference and training day for the project took place on 22nd April. 

Training & Conferences 

 New Training & Conferences Manager – We are pleased to welcome Naomi Webster to 
BCT as our new Training & Conferences Manager. Naomi has taken over from Helen 
Miller, who left us for pastures new earlier in the year, and is responsible for all the in-
house and commissioned training as well as overseeing the organization of various 
conferences each year. Naomi can be contacted via email to nwebster@bats.org.uk  

 A break from the National Bat Conference in 2017 – BCT has made the decision not to 
hold a National Bat Conference in 2017, as a one year break. Each year we need to 
ensure that we are able to maintain the same high standard of talks and workshops at 
the national conference, and that we can reach our minimum attendance targets. In the 
past few years we have found it challenging to find enough high level talks to fill our 
programme and have seen delegate numbers decrease due to financial pressures 
affecting budgets for conference attendance, as well as the range of other events that 
are now available (both from BCT and others). It is therefore felt that the conference 
would benefit from a one-year break, with the next conference being held in 2018. The 
national conference is part of a suite of BCT events which also includes the regional 
conferences, symposiums and specialist workshops and we will continue to organise 
these during 2017. It is also a year when there is a European Bat Research Symposium. 

As a membership organisation we do still have an obligation to hold an AGM, this will 
take place at the end of the Scottish Bat Conference in November.  

 Autumn Swarming Conference – Despite no National Conference this year, there are 
plenty of other opportunities including the first ever Autumn Swarming Conference. 
Plans for this are well underway and it is being organised by Steve Roe of Derbyshire Bat 
Group, Anita Glover of the Vincent Wildlife Trust and Naomi Webster at BCT. The 
conference will take place over the weekend of 1st to 3rd September at the Hayes 
Conference Centre, Swanwick, Derbyshire. The weekend will include practical field work 
on the Saturday night. Bookings are now open, for more information see: 
http://derbyshirebats.org.uk/ASConf/  

 Volunteer Training Brochure – we are in the process of updating our brochure setting 
out what training is available for volunteers and bat groups. We will add the revised 
brochure to the BCT website and share details with bat groups via the Bat Group Bulletin 
when it is available. 

http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/national_nathusius_pipistrelle_project.html
mailto:nwebster@bats.org.uk
http://derbyshirebats.org.uk/ASConf/
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Other Projects 

 Bats in Churches Partnership Project – We were very pleased to hear in January that the 
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) approved the development stage and the initial funding for 
the Bats in Churches Partnership project. This is such a fantastic outcome for people and 
communities, church buildings and bats and we are looking forward to getting the 
project underway.  

The entire project will run in two phases: a 13-month development phase completing in 
March 2018 followed by a five-year delivery phase running until 2023. We have started 
work on the development phase of the project. You can read more about the project on 
the BCT website at: 
http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/355/bats_and_churches_to_benefit_thanks_to_nati
onal_lottery and there is also a project website at: http://www.batsandchurches.org.uk/  
with more details about the project, its aims and objectives.  

We would like to thank all of the bat groups that provided the help, support and 
encouragement for the bid and have enabled us to achieve this fantastic result.  

We have appointed a new Bats in Churches Project Co-Ordinator (Olivia Morton) and 
recruited two other new posts in relation to this project: a Volunteer Officer (Lisa 
Campbell-Bannerman) and a Survey Development Officer (Rebecca Brassey).  

 Back from the Brink Funding Success – This is the first England-wide collaboration at this 
scale to act to save our most threatened priority species.  A partnership of seven NGOs 
(Amphibian and Reptile Trust, Bat Conservation Trust, Buglife, Bumblebee Conservation 
Trust, Butterfly Conservation, Plantlife and RSPB) along with Natural England will pool 
expertise, develop new ways of working and inspire people across England to discover, 
value and act for threatened animals, plants and fungi. All priority bat species will see 
positive measures delivered in the next 4 years. In particular the grey long-eared bat has 
its own project with a focus in Devon. Read more on the BCT website: 
http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/360/national_lottery_backs_ambitious_plan_to_sav
e_twenty_species_threatened_with_extinction 

Helpline 

 National Bat Helpline Report 2016 – Full helpline stats and updates from 2016 with 
sections devoted to each area of the country are now available in the BCT National Bat 
Helpline Annual Report; which can be read or downloaded from: 
www.bats.org.uk/data/files/BCT_Helpline_Annual_Report_2016.pdf  

 Staffing – The Helpline team consists of eight permanent staff (two Managers, five Bat 
Advice Officers (including one who works from home part-time) and a Helpline Officer. 
We recruit five Seasonal Helpline Officers to cover the busiest Helpline months of May 
to September. 

 Out of Hours service – The 2016 service began at the beginning of May and ran until the 
end of September. It is operated by volunteers who work extremely hard. BCT provide 
back-up staff support for each shift. In 2016 a total of 2,266 enquiries came to the 
Helpline in this way and this is the second highest on record, falling slightly below 2015 
when 2,824 calls were received. However the months of May and July for 2016 still 
reached the highest call volumes on record for this project.  

http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/355/bats_and_churches_to_benefit_thanks_to_national_lottery
http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/355/bats_and_churches_to_benefit_thanks_to_national_lottery
http://www.batsandchurches.org.uk/
http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/360/national_lottery_backs_ambitious_plan_to_save_twenty_species_threatened_with_extinction
http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php/360/national_lottery_backs_ambitious_plan_to_save_twenty_species_threatened_with_extinction
http://www.bats.org.uk/data/files/BCT_Helpline_Annual_Report_2016.pdf
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 The BCT UK Bat Care Network – The network now has over 400 registered carers, 
ambulance drivers, hospitals and regional helplines. Laura Brown has taken over from 
David Jackson (who left BCT for a new job recently) as the Bat Care Coordinator. Laura 
can be contacted at lbrown@bats.org.uk and you may have already seen Laura’s first 
couple of Bat Carers Bulletins if you are registered on the BCT Bat Care Network (if not 
but you would like to be, please do get in touch with Laura).  

Communications and Education 

 Social media outreach – An increasing number of people now use social media as 
part of their day to day lives both in terms of a news source but also as a way of 
communicating with each other. It is vital that we continue to grow our social media 
presence so that we can engage more people in bat conservation. Our social media 
also demonstrates to government and funders our ability to reach large numbers of 
people. In terms of social media we have a strong following with numbers on 
Facebook over 106,000, Twitter over 36,000 and Linkedin over 3,800.   

 News stories – We published over 30 news stories on the website during 2016 as 
well as engaging with a variety of journalists from TV, radio and print. The “Wild 
About Gardens” project with the Royal Horticultural Society and The Wildlife Trusts 
generated 220 articles (online, print and broadcast). Bat themed articles have 
appeared in a number of magazines including BBC Wildlife Magazines. You can read 
all of these stories in the online news archive at: http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php  

 Magazines and e-Bulletins – Bat News and The Young Batworker are still going out 
to members three times a year (and members of Partner Bat Groups can read the 
latest editions of these via the Partner Bat Group area of the BCT website: 
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/partnergroups.html - email Lisa Worledge at 
lworledge@bats.org.uk if you need the username and password ). Adopt a Bat 
“members” receive an Adopt a Bat Update twice a year. The free bat e-Bulletin is 
sent every two months to over 12000 subscribers and the corporate e-Bulletin (also 
sent every two months) is sent to over 3000 subscribers. 

 Teachers and Education Pack – Since 2010, BCT has distributed nearly 300 ‘Explore the 
World of Bats’ packs to teachers, youth leaders and other people working in the 
education sector. We currently have 79 active youth leaders / teachers who receive The 
Young Batworker magazine three times a year. We are also working on a new Bilingual 
Education Pack in Wales and liaising with others to develop Education Packs. 

 Species champions – we now have three MP species champions in England (for the 
greater horseshoe bat, common pipistrelle and noctule), six species champions in the 
Scottish Parliament (for Nathusius’ pipistrelle, Leisler’s bat, Natterer’s bat, common 
pipistrelle, noctule and brown long-eared bat), and two species champions in the Welsh 
Assembly (for the lesser and greater horseshoe bats).  

 Public engagement – We continue to produce and distribute a number of different 
information leaflets. During 2016 we worked with the Royal Horticultural Society and 
The Wildlife Trusts on “Wild About Gardens” campaign which was bat themed last 
year. The project produced a new leaflet “Stars of the night” which has been very 
well received. We have also taken part in many successful events around the UK 
where we have been speaking up for bats and informing the general public about 
them.  

mailto:lbrown@bats.org.uk
http://www.bats.org.uk/news.php
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/partnergroups.html
mailto:lworledge@bats.org.uk
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Appendix F – BCT Trustee Appointment and Roles 
 
Trustees are elected by the membership of BCT at an AGM. A Trustee serves for a term of 
three years and is eligible to stand for re-election at the end of their first and second term of 
three years. After completing three consecutive terms they are not eligible for re-election 
until at least one year after ending their third term.  
 
The Board of Trustees meets four times a year in London. As a member of the Board of 
Trustees, a Trustee will share in collective responsibility for high quality governance, setting 
the strategic direction of the Bat Conservation Trust and ensuring that the charitable 
objectives as set out in the constitution comply with charity law. All Trustees must be 
members of BCT. 
 
Trustees are referred to as either Ordinary Trustees or Partner Bat Group Nominated 
Trustees, the only difference between them being the method of nomination. Ordinary 
Trustees are nominated either in writing by two members of BCT or by resolution of the 
Board of Trustees. Partner Bat Group Nominees are nominated by the Partner Bat Groups 
collectively. Once nominated, all Trustees are elected in the same way by an AGM, and have 
the same responsibilities once elected. 
  
The Board of Trustees has the following responsibilities: 

 To ensure that BCT complies with its governing document, charity law, company law 
and any other relevant legislation or regulations 

 To ensure that BCT pursues its objects as defined in its governing document 

 To ensure the BCT applies its resources exclusively in pursuance of its objects (the 
charity must not spend money on activities which are not included in its own objects, 
no matter how worthwhile or charitable those activities are) 

 To give firm strategic direction to the organisation, setting overall policy, defining 
goals and setting targets and evaluating performance against agreed targets 

 To safeguard BCT’s good name and values 

 To ensure the effective and efficient administration of BCT 

 To ensure the financial stability of BCT 

 To protect and manage the property of the charity and to ensure the proper 
investment of the charity's funds 

 To appoint the chief executive officer and monitor his/her performance 
 
Trustees, while all sharing responsibility for the running of the Charity, bring different kinds 
of experience to the Board. Trustees nominated by the Partner Bat Groups are known to bat 
groups and are usually active in bat groups and voluntary bat work. They are in a position to 
understand the issues concerning bat groups and voluntary bat workers and to act as 
contact points between Partner Bat Groups and the Board of Trustees. It is important to 
understand, though, that they are not representatives of bat groups because the 
responsibility of a Trustee, as defined by the Charity Commission, is to ensure that the 
Charity acts according to its charitable aims and charity law. The Trustees are responsible to 
the whole membership of BCT rather than to any subsection of the membership. Partner 
Bat Group Nominated Trustees play an important role in ensuring that the Board is aware of 
matters of concern to Partner Bat Groups. 
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The key aspects of this role are to: 
 

1. Understand bat groups – they will ideally be active in one (or more) groups and will 
therefore be known to the bat group community 

2. Understand volunteer bat workers – ideally through their own personal experience  
3. Effectively communicate between BCT and bat groups – working with bat group 

officers and other BCT staff 


